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15 Work hard so you can present yourself to 
God and receive his approval. Be a good 

worker, one who does not need to be 
ashamed and who correctly explains the 
word of truth. 16 Avoid worthless, foolish 

talk that only leads to more godless 
behavior. 17 This kind of talk spreads like 
cancer, as in the case of Hymenaeus and 

Philetus. 18 They have left the path of truth, 
claiming that the resurrection of the dead 

has already occurred; in this way, they 
have turned some people away from the 

faith.
2 Timothy 2:15-21 NLT
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1. What we do and 
say, matters to 

God 
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2. Knowing what 
to avoid is the 

first step to 
protecting 

ourselves-and 
others!
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3. Truth is critical 
to life and 

death – and 
everything in 

between
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19 But God’s truth stands firm like a 
foundation stone with this inscription: 
“The LORD knows those who are his,” 

and “All who belong to the LORD 
must turn away from evil.”
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1. God’s truth is 
immovable –

therefore, he’s 
dependable! 
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2. God knows us, 
and what can 

harm us.



20 In a wealthy home some utensils 
are made of gold and silver, and some 

are made of wood and clay. The 
expensive utensils are used for special 
occasions, and the cheap ones are for 
everyday use. 21 If you keep yourself 
pure, you will be a special utensil for 
honorable use. Your life will be clean, 
and you will be ready for the Master 

to use you for every good work.

2 Timothy 2:15-21 NLT
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1. As believers we 
are given a 
purpose, a 

priority, and a 
plan! 
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2 Key Questions

1. Am I willing?
2.Am I prepared?



“I am leaving you with a gift—
peace of mind and heart. And 

the peace I give is a gift the 
world cannot give. So don’t be 

troubled or afraid.

John 14:27 NLT


